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IntroductionIntroduction
►► Challenges for Wireless Sensor networksChallenges for Wireless Sensor networks

Scalability Scalability 
Data and State AggregationData and State Aggregation
Robustness, and Robustness, and 
Prolonged network lifetimeProlonged network lifetime

What is network lifetime?What is network lifetime?
►► How to prolong the network lifetime?How to prolong the network lifetime?

Deploy redundant nodesDeploy redundant nodes
Apply energyApply energy--efficient protocols, e.g.,efficient protocols, e.g.,
►►MAC layer protocols can reduce energy MAC layer protocols can reduce energy wastewaste
►►Topology management can distribute energyTopology management can distribute energy

consumptionconsumption
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Introduction (contIntroduction (cont’’d)d)

►► Advantages of ClusteringAdvantages of Clustering
Reduction in channel contentionReduction in channel contention
Data aggregation and state informationData aggregation and state information
Routing through overlay networkRouting through overlay network

►► Contribution of paper Contribution of paper –– HEED HEED -- Distributed Distributed 
clustering protocol that is clustering protocol that is 

EnergyEnergy--efficientefficient
Terminates rapidlyTerminates rapidly
Considers cluster quality e.g. Load balancingConsiders cluster quality e.g. Load balancing
Has low message/processing overheadHas low message/processing overhead
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Topology managementTopology management
CellCell--based approachbased approach ClusterCluster--based approachbased approach

observerobserver

Slide is a courtesy of Dr. Sonia Fahmy
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Problem Formulation: System ModelProblem Formulation: System Model

►► A set of A set of NN sensor nodes are dispersed uniformly and sensor nodes are dispersed uniformly and 
independently in a fieldindependently in a field

►► Sensor nodes areSensor nodes are
QuasiQuasi--stationarystationary
UnattendedUnattended
Equally significantEqually significant
Location Location unawareunaware
Homogeneous (of similar capabilities)Homogeneous (of similar capabilities)
Serving multiple observersServing multiple observers
Possess a fixed number of transmission power levelsPossess a fixed number of transmission power levels

Slide is a courtesy of Dr. Sonia Fahmy
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Problem Formulation: RequirementsProblem Formulation: Requirements

►► Requirement is to design a new clustering Requirement is to design a new clustering 
approach that has the following properties:approach that has the following properties:

Completely distributedCompletely distributed
Terminates in O(1) iterationsTerminates in O(1) iterations
Has low message/processing overheadHas low message/processing overhead
Generates high energy, wellGenerates high energy, well--distributed cluster distributed cluster 
headsheads
Can provide other characteristics, such as Can provide other characteristics, such as 
balanced or dense clustersbalanced or dense clusters

Slide is a courtesy of Dr. Sonia Fahmy
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Related WorkRelated Work

►► Energy efficiency by context adaptive MAC Energy efficiency by context adaptive MAC 
protocols protocols –– PAMAS, DBTMA, SPAMAS, DBTMA, S--MAC, etc.MAC, etc.

►► Efficient Data Diffusion Efficient Data Diffusion –– SPIN, Directed Diffusion.SPIN, Directed Diffusion.
►► Dependence on location awarenessDependence on location awareness and clustering and clustering 

as side effect as side effect –– GAF, SPAN, ACENT, etc.GAF, SPAN, ACENT, etc.
►► Energy efficiency was not the main goal of many Energy efficiency was not the main goal of many 

Clustering Techniques Clustering Techniques –– KK--Means, GMeans, G--Means, DCA, Means, DCA, 
WCA.WCA.

►► No focus on clustering quality, such as having No focus on clustering quality, such as having 
cluster heads wellcluster heads well--distributed in the network. distributed in the network. 
Application specific data dissemination Application specific data dissemination –– LEACH.LEACH.
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HEED : ApproachHEED : Approach

►► We propose the Hybrid, EnergyWe propose the Hybrid, Energy--Efficient, Efficient, 
Distributed clustering approach (HEED)Distributed clustering approach (HEED)

►► Heed is Heed is hybridhybrid::
Clustering is based on two parametersClustering is based on two parameters

►► HEED is HEED is distributeddistributed::
Every node only uses information from its 1Every node only uses information from its 1--hop hop 
neighbors (within cluster range)neighbors (within cluster range)

►► HEED is HEED is energyenergy--efficientefficient::
Elects cluster heads that are rich in residual energyElects cluster heads that are rich in residual energy
ReRe--clustering results in distributing energy clustering results in distributing energy 
consumptionconsumption

Slide is a courtesy of Dr. Sonia Fahmy
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HEED HEED -- ParametersParameters
►► Parameters for electing cluster headsParameters for electing cluster heads

Primary parameter: residual energy (Primary parameter: residual energy (EErr))
Secondary parameter: communication cost (used Secondary parameter: communication cost (used 
to break ties)to break ties)

i.e., i.e., maximize energymaximize energy and and minimize costminimize cost

Slide is a courtesy of Dr. Sonia Fahmy
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HEED: Algorithm at node HEED: Algorithm at node vv
►►InitializationInitialization

Discover neighbors within cluster rangeDiscover neighbors within cluster range
Compute the initial cluster head probability Compute the initial cluster head probability CHCHprobprob = = f(Ef(Err/E/Emaxmax))

►► Main processingMain processing
If v received some cluster head messages, choose one head with If v received some cluster head messages, choose one head with 
min costmin cost
If v does not have a cluster head, elect to become a cluster heaIf v does not have a cluster head, elect to become a cluster head d 
with with CHCHprobprob ..
CHCHprobprob = = min(CHmin(CHprobprob * 2, 1)* 2, 1)
Repeat until Repeat until CHCHprobprob reaches 1reaches 1

►► FinalizationFinalization
If cluster head is found, join its clusterIf cluster head is found, join its cluster
Otherwise, elect to be cluster headOtherwise, elect to be cluster head

Slide is a courtesy of Dr. Sonia Fahmy
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HEED HEED -- AnalysisAnalysis
►►HEED has the following properties:HEED has the following properties:

Completely distributedCompletely distributed
Clustering terminates in O(1) iterations:Clustering terminates in O(1) iterations:

Message overhead: O(1) per nodeMessage overhead: O(1) per node
Processing overhead: Processing overhead: O(O(nn) per node) per node
Cluster heads are well distributed. Cluster heads are well distributed. Pr{twoPr{two CHs are CHs are 
within the same cluster range}:within the same cluster range}:
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HEED HEED –– InterInter--cluster cluster 
communicationcommunication

►► Lemma 1 (Lemma 1 (BloughBlough and Santiand Santi’’02): 02): 
Assume Assume nn nodes are dispersed uniformly and independently nodes are dispersed uniformly and independently 

in an area R=[0,L]in an area R=[0,L]22. If R. If Rcc
22n=aLn=aL22lnL, for some a>0, lnL, for some a>0, RcRc

<< L, and n>>1, then << L, and n>>1, then limlimn,Nn,N→∞→∞E(numberE(number of empty cells) of empty cells) 
= 0, where a cell is an area= 0, where a cell is an area
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►► Lemma 2: Lemma 2: 
There exists at least one cluster There exists at least one cluster 

head head a.a.sa.a.s. in any area of size. in any area of size
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HEED HEED –– InterInter--cluster cluster 
communicationcommunication

►► Theorem 1: Theorem 1: 
Two cluster heads in two Two cluster heads in two 

neighboring areas can neighboring areas can 
communicate if communicate if 

►► Theorem 2: Theorem 2: 
HEED produces a connected HEED produces a connected 

multimulti--hop cluster head graph hop cluster head graph 
(structure) asymptotically (structure) asymptotically 
almost surelyalmost surely
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Performance EvaluationPerformance Evaluation
►► Simulation EnvironmentSimulation Environment

1000 nodes uniformly spread across 2000 X 20001000 nodes uniformly spread across 2000 X 2000
Initial Initial CHCHprobprob = = CCprobprob = 5% and Cluster radius = 5% and Cluster radius –– 25 to 400 m.25 to 400 m.
Residual Energy levels Residual Energy levels –– 20 and Average iterations 20 and Average iterations –– 100100

►► Comparison with Generic weightComparison with Generic weight––based Clustering protocols based Clustering protocols 
WCA, DCA, etc becauseWCA, DCA, etc because

Distributed clusteringDistributed clustering
Selected cluster heads have highest energySelected cluster heads have highest energy
A node has only one cluster headA node has only one cluster head
No assumptions about node dispersion fieldNo assumptions about node dispersion field
Number of iterations is function of network diameterNumber of iterations is function of network diameter
Time and message complexities are O(N) and O(1)Time and message complexities are O(N) and O(1)
Guaranteed that no two cluster heads are neighborGuaranteed that no two cluster heads are neighbor
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Performance Evaluation (contPerformance Evaluation (cont’’d)d)

►► Number of Iterations to terminateNumber of Iterations to terminate
number of iterations in HEED can be deterministically 
computed using Lemma 1, which is independent of the 
cluster. 
For GC, the number of iterations grows quickly as the 
cluster radius increases.
GC takes only 3 iterations to terminate for a cluster 
radius of 25. The number of iterations, however, grows 
to 85 for a cluster radius of 400.
HEED takes 6 iterations to terminate for all cluster 
ranges.
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Performance Evaluation:Performance Evaluation:
Cluster Head CharacteristicsCluster Head Characteristics

► HEED cluster heads are 
comparable to those selected by 
GC in terms of number, 
distribution, and energy 
availability.

► HEED cannot guarantee optimal 
head selection in terms of energy, 
since it uses the secondary 
parameter to resolve conflicts. 

► GC, a weight-based approach, 
does guarantee that the highest 
energy node will be the cluster 
head within its cluster range.
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Cluster Characteristics and Node Cluster Characteristics and Node 
SynchronizationSynchronization

► AMRP provides a compromise 
between load balancing and 
cluster density.

► HEED produces a higher 
percentage of non-single node 
clusters than GC for all cost 
types.

► The maximum number of nodes 
in a cluster in HEED is on the 
average smaller than that of GC 
for all cost types

► Node synchronization is not 
critical for the operation of 
HEED. selected cluster heads in 
both cases have comparable 
residual energy.
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Clustering ApplicationsClustering Applications
► Use of HEED for

Energy efficient routing 
protocols
Efficient Data Aggregation
Prolonged network lifetime
E.g. Micro sensor networks

► HEED vs. gen-LEACH
HEED clustering improves 
network lifetime over gen-
LEACH clustering for all cost 
types. 
HEED expends less energy in 
clustering than gen-LEACH.
HEED prolongs network 
lifetime, compared to gen-
LEACH and to direct 
communication.
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Conclusion and Future WorkConclusion and Future Work

►► Authors have proposed HEED clustering.Authors have proposed HEED clustering.
►► HEED is fast and has low overhead.HEED is fast and has low overhead.
►► HEED can provide other features, such as loadHEED can provide other features, such as load--balancing.balancing.
►► HEED is independent of:HEED is independent of:

Homogeneity of node dispersion in the fieldHomogeneity of node dispersion in the field
Network density or diameterNetwork density or diameter
Distribution of energy consumption among nodesDistribution of energy consumption among nodes
Proximity of querying observersProximity of querying observers

►► Future WorkFuture Work
Extend the protocol to multiExtend the protocol to multi--level hierarchies.level hierarchies.
Cluster size constraints in HEEDCluster size constraints in HEED
Incorporate Multiple external mobile observers into HEED.Incorporate Multiple external mobile observers into HEED.



Questions ??Questions ??
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